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SUMMARY

Long experience has shown gas distribution personnel that steel
pipelines and mains are very tough structures indeed and vi th the

they are highly resistant to puncture

Early in 1982 when the S.A.A. Pipelines Committee was
debating the matter of excavations being made in the proximity of
transmission pipelines, and the value ot adequate wall thickness
as a primary safety feature, the Gas and Fuel Corporation undertook
to conduct a field experimental program to

(D.) demonstrate the Corporation's high level ot confidence in the
puncture resistance of its transmission pipelines and

(b) provide empirical information upon which the puncture
resistance of pipelines of various thicknesses and diameter
could be predicted.

experimental program which is detailed in this report involved
the burial of pipes of various sizes and subjecting them to attack
~ the largest back actor which could be reasonably anticipated in a
semi-rural or urban type development. .Vertical boring equipment
used ~ electrical power authorities included 
program-

All tests were carried out with the express intent to puncture the
pipe which is contrary to the real situation which exists in
practice whereupon a responsible plant operator will try and avoid

to the reader the 
except to simply state that striking a pipe in the one location
with the bucket of a large machine up to 80 times is a very
determined bid to puncture the pipe. 

of 6.4 mm w.t. was achieved with the use of a vertical

of the power equipment. In practice such an operation could only

transmission pipelines to puncture from 

of similar Table 1 below
was able to be prepared which is useful for noting by the pipeline
industry in general.
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'.1!:1is experimen~l program may also be of value in the future as a
basis for a more detailed and scientific test program..

Table 1

2. DISCUSSION

1'11e experimental test program detailed in this report was carried
out at the Corporation's Dandenong Centre during 1982 and witnessed
by an officer of the Department of Minerals and Energy.

In planning the program the Corporation endeavoured to secure
information from the British Gas Corporation on a program they had
conducted to quantify adequate pipeline resistance. It was
learned however that British Gas Corporation have not, and seemingly

literature search failed to reveal any work of a similar nature
previously performed elsewhere in the world.

l11e program included the burial at a cover of 1.2 metres of 4 -
16 metre lengths of pipe of the following sizes and grade.
(See Fig. 1 For Typical Pipe Installation).

2.

Showing minimum wall thickness to resist puncture
by back actors.

10.6 mal w.t.

Grade x60

Grade x60

Grade X42
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Fig. 1 Typical "Pipe Installation

In order to select the most appropriate excavator tor tho program

the largest excavator hired tor general contracting work in both
semi-rural and urba:l type development projects. The survey revealed

pipeline project and used in an attempt to puncture a 7.50 mm pipe.
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Fig. 2 Kato 750
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boring equipment are used in Victoria tor
pole erection work in the electrical power industry i. e. a Crane
Auger (Pendulu:n borer) and a Fixed Auger. Both types were used in
tho program and are seen in Figs. 4 and 5.
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Fig. , Kato 1200

Fig." Pendulum Earth Auger
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Considerable thoU8ht was given to havillg the test pipes pressurised
during the experimental program. Ideall,. it would have been useful
to have the pipes pressurised to 7000 kPa with a gaseous substance

endeavouring to PUncture the pipes. Consideration was also given to
pressurising the pipes to 7000 kPa with water but this too was deemed
to be too hazardous. The final decision was to conduct the task with
the pipes both filled with vater and pressurised up to 2800 kPa and
partiall,. filled with water (at zero pressure).

u

l11e comments offered by plant operator during the program, particularl,.
most interesting.

All operators claimed they and all other experienced operators in their

their normal work situation, and that it was inconceivable an operator

conducted. Striking underground pipes and cables is a fear of boring
operators because of the cost and delay involved and they claimed they
do considerable proving by hand before boring. Further they claimed

noise, etc.

.

!he general consensus between operators was that in practice a
pipeline or the thicknesses detailed 

by means of a simple mistake.
u.
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Fig. 5 Fixed Earth Auger
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3.1 E!pe Installation

All pipes were installed in trenches excavated to normal pipeline
depth and width cover of 1.2 metres and minimum width or
pipe O.D. 
Sand bags were placedbetwe~~he pipes and the trench walls at

to reduce lateral movement of the pipes during
the puncture testa.

;'if'
,:~~

at the pipe ends. This material was compacted to
simulate field conditions for the vertical borers. The remainder
of the trench was then backfilled with sand to a level of 150 mm
above the top of pipe.

i...J.

Pipeline marker tape 
to gauge its effectiveness.

,

The maximum digging force which these machines exert is 12.5 tonnes
and 15.0 tonnes respectively.
The manufacturer of this plant advised the above figures could be
increased by 20% for bucket momentum in a striking situation.

Vertical Borers - Crane Auger (Pendulum borer)

. This vehicle has the auger mounted on a swivelling head which is
attached to a telescopic boom. It is capable of drilling holes
to a depth of 4.5 metres.

The drill tips on the auger 

- Fixed AU[)er

This vehicle has the auger mounted to the rear of a rubber tyred
tractor on a fixed boom which can only be tilted forward or to the
side. It is capable of drilling holes to a depth of 3.0 metres.

For the purpose of this programme both ver~ica1 borers used a

'-oJ 3.2 Test Equipment

Excavators lID 750 and HD 1200u
u
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3.3
pipe in the following manner.

With the Kato excavator

u

In a normal digging operation excavator

working laterally.

2)

3)

In a normal digging operation with the excavator working
longitudinally-

Using a vertical motion of the excavator boom and striking
the pipe in the same location a number of times with
maximum force.

(b) With the boring machine drillingu

2)
top dead centre.

3.4 Details of Puncture Resistance Tests

The first tests implemented were those involving the vertical borers.
In carrying out these tests the operato~s were instructed to proceed
in a manner analogous to a field situation. Both operators were
initially asked to continue drilling after the pipe had been struck
for an interval of two minutes.

The following comments were received from the drill operators.

Under no circ~tances would an operator continue drilling.
i.e.

the risk of damaging his auger.

An operator would be able to tell the difference between.
have to be extremely negligent to continue

drilling into a steel pipe for a length of time in excess of
two minutes.

.

noted.

. Both machines were lifting eft their spraggs in their
attempt to drill through a pipe.

7.

~

tanc e equal to one quarter of the pipe diameter

2 minutes t as he would run

rock and drilling into a steel pipe.
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.In 8ome cases a number ot attempts were made to position
the auger drill top dead centro over the pipe, even with
accurate knowledge ot the pipe location.

.
grinding noise could be heard when the auger.

was drilling into the pipe.

When drilling off top dead centre with the fixed auger
and to a lesser extent the crane auger, the boring machine
would tend to bounce around.

.u

.
'!be boring machine operator would drill to the length ot the
auger, then remove the auger and disperse the soil attached,
repeating this process, until reaching the required depth.

.
u

to
determine if penetration could be achieved with prolonged drilling
time. A. 40% reduction in wall thickness was reoorded..
brought to the surface in the course of the drilling operation.

'nte only puncture recorded .i th the vertical borers was by the
fixed auger drill on the 300 IBID diameter pipe. This was achieved
within 90 seconds. The fixed auger drill was regarded as the more
damaging of the two, probably because of the tungsten carbide tips,
which could bite into the pipe. (See Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Head of Fixed Auger
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The tests indicated that either an extremely negligent operator
or an operator intent on wilfully damaging a pipe could manage
to penetrate even a large diameter heavy wall pipe, if the
auger drill was to strike top dead centre.

glancing off to the side. Damage to the pipes where the vertical
borers drilled just off centre was only slight.

that when working in a normal digging operation laterally and

marginal. i.e. severe coating damage but only very slight
gouges on the pipe. .u
The greatest damage to a pipe occurred when the excavator raised
its bucket approximately 600 rom above 
vertical motion strike the pipe a number of blows in the same
location. See Fig. 7. The operators advised that this action
is the one most commonly employed for generating maximum penetration
with an excavator. It was found that with this action only one
tooth of the bucket generally came into contact with the pipe.

1he only pipe which could be punctured with this action was the' \
I

try and puncture the pipe with an internal hydrostatic pressure ofi
800 kPa could not be achieved, even after 20 strikes by the Kato.

u

The attempts to puncture the 750 rom diameter pipe by the Kato 1200
resulted only in a dent 
pressure was zero). .

It 
inflicted with the pipes at zero pressure. This was confirmed in..

u
4. SUHMARY OF RESULTS

'150 mm PipeJ;'

not be punctured by either of the excavators
i.e. Kato 1200.750 or the vertical borers. The deepest dent
and gougo was recorded by the Kato 1200 and measured 35.8 mm

respectively.I '
.....

This pipe could not be punctured by either the Kato 750 or the
vertical borers. The deepest dent recorded by the Kato 750

auger
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l;OO III Pipe

punctured bY' the Kato 750 or the pendulum auger. The deepest

'!bis pipe was punctured after 10 hits by the Kato 750,
not be penetrated by either of the vertical borers.

u

150 DIm Pipe

'-'

Fig. 7 Position of bucket for maximum impact..

Details of all tests conducted are shown in the appendix
of this report together with photographs illustrating the
damage recorded.1

23rd February, 1983
Hr/JV/WM
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